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Abstract—Based on the machine learning algorithm provided by the Weka platform, this paper performs two studies on the evaluation function parameters of checkers game program. The first one is that, through selecting six numbers, which include the number of the black, the red, the king of black, the king of red, the black in danger, and the red in danger, assigning different weight to each number, then inputting these weighted numbers as factors into the machine learning algorithm, after tested, picking the important numbers as the evaluation parameters, thus, we optimize the parameters of evaluation function for checkers game. The second one is that, by analyzing the influence of removing the weighted numbers of the king of black and the king of red from the program, we obtain the conclusion that the two parameters have large influence, and cannot be removed from the evaluation function.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of computer, games based on and derived from computer technology have made rapid progress, researchers on computer game system of various games have made quite fruitful results, and the related computer game systems become more and more perfect. A computer game system mainly includes four parts [1], that are the board representation, the moving generation, search algorithm, and the situation assess. The board representation describes the game situation, including the encoding and storage of the chessboard, chessman, obstacles, spaces, and chess going. The moving generator refers to generate the effective going according to the current situation. As the core part of the computer game, the search algorithm is to find the optimal moving, the common algorithms include the max-minimum algorithm, the α-β pruning algorithm and etc. The situation evaluation access the current game situation, provide the premise for the search algorithm, thus it is important to the performance of the whole system.

The game called as the Checkers in America, known as the Draughts by the English, is one old chess game, as far as the ancient Egyptian Pharaoh, and is mainly popularized in English speaking countries. In this game, pieces with darker color is the black side, the ones with lighter color represent the white side. The rule is that the side which eat up or blocked all the pieces of the opponent win the game, so the key factors for win is to carefully generate the attack or the defense moving. By now, the Checkers has already taken a relative important position in computer game, many a few related researches have been reported. In which, the researchers led by Jonathan Schaeffer of the University of Alberta have developed an invincible checkers program of 8×8 chessboard, name as Chinook[2-3]; Besides, the Checkers program of 10×10 chessboard is attracting more and more researches; Paper[4] proposed the representation of bit-board for the Checkers. Paper [5] proposed to use the genetic algorithm to solve the problem of game situation evaluation, the method take the six values, which are the pieces number of the black, the red, the king, and the one in danger, as the evaluation parameters, each assign one different weight, thus to form one linear evaluation function; the weights correspond to the chromosome string and are encoded with real numbers, the local climbing process of the genetic algorithm and the mathematical probability and statistics are used to filter the child generation, thus to realize the self evolution. After many a few times of evolution and selection, a new chromosome string is obtained, and a better evaluation function is formed. However, when the evaluation parameters of the two playing sides are not the same, if still taking method of [5], then the winning probability difference between the two sides will not be obvious.

This paper will study the parameters of evaluation function of the Checkers with a 10×10 chess board, on the foundation of paper [5], we propose to adopt the j48 machine learning algorithm on the Weka platform to generate the decision tree [6], and further analyze the implicated relationship among the parameters, and the influent degree of the parameters on the final result, thus to optimize the parameter selection, and to improve the performance of the evaluation function.

In section 2, we will summarize the rules of the Checkers.

II. RULES OF THE CHECKERS

The composition and rules of play checkers are that.

1) The Board. The board of the checkers is a 10×10 board with brown and light lattices, which represent the black and white sides respectively. The board locates in the middle of the two players. At the lower right corner of each player, there are white pieces. This is shown in Figure 1.

2) Pieces: Each of the two sides (the black and the white) have 20 flat and cylindrical pieces, and which side be the black will be decided by throw the coin.

3) Position: the black lattices are taken as the reasonable chess position.

4) Start: at the start, each side of the chess needs to put its pieces only in the first black rows near itself, as shown in Figure 2. And according to the rules, the black side take the first-hand, after that, each side move its piece in turn.
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4) The start: at the start, both sides put their pieces only in the first 4 rows of black lattices of theriself, just as shown in Figure 2. And according to the rules, the black side is the first-hand, then both side move its piece in turn.

5) Target: during all the game, the pieces must stay in the black lattice and move along a diagonal line. And the target of one side in the game is either eat up all the pieces of the opponent, or make a situation in which the pieces of the opponent cannot move again.

6) Eating and jumping: as long as in the black lattices adjacent along the diagonal line there is piece of the opponent, and the lattice behind this lattices is empty, then the piece of own-side can eat that piece of the opponent, and jump to that space lattice behind.

7) If there is no eating and jumping, then the piece has to forward one lattice along the diagonal line.

8) Coronation. Any piece arriving and stay at the bottom line of the opponent will be coronated at once, and become a king from now on. At this time, there need to put another piece of own-side, thus to show its difference from other common piece.

9) Continuous Jumping. Many times of Eating and jumping can continuously take place. If the condition of continuous jumping is meet, then there must to do so. The Continuous Jumping can end only if the condition is not meet again, or the jumping piece is a uncoronated one and has arrived at the bottom line of the opponent.

10) The uncoronated pieces can only move forward, but when in Jumping and continuous Jumping, the piece can either move forward of backward, of the combination of these two.

11) Only piece stop at the bottom line of the opponent can be coronated. So, if in the Jumping one piece arrive at the bottom line and not stay there but leave from, then this piece cannot be coronated.

12) One king can jump any more empty lattices. And similarly, during the Jumping, a king can jump over any more empty lattices before or after one piece of the opponent, so a king is more powerful and more precious. Even so, a common piece can eat one king is at suitable conditions.

13) Only after one move ended, the eaten pieces can be removed from the board. The pieces that eaten but not removed can be not jumped through, so they can be used to form the barrier.

14) In a jumping, if there are more than one move can be selected, there must to select the move which will eat the most pieces of the opponent, if more than pieces or more than one lines can jumping and eat the same number of pieces, then, then move side can select any of the pieces or the lines.

15) During the game, the game can be draw by mutual consent. If one side refuses to draw, then it needs to win within the 40 moves after, or to show some obvious advantages than the opponent.

III. DESIGN IDEALS OF THE EVALUATION PARAMETERS OF THE CHECKERS ON WEKA PLATFORM

For a computer game, the most important modules are the search and the evaluation. In brief, the search is equivalent to the pre-judgment in the real chess, while the situation assessment is to evaluate which side will be favored under current situation, this will determine how to play. Since in the Checkers, pieces are relative more, the rules are relative more flexible, so in a game, the search will not search through much more layers. For example, in the national computer game contest, the time of each game will not exceed 40 minutes, so the thinking time for each side will not exceed 20 minutes, and that for each move cannot exceed 30 seconds, thus the search depth is limited, which cannot be more than 20 layers. So for a program of the Checkers, its performance will largely depends on its evaluation module.

A chess evaluation function will usually considers the piece number, the force value of one go, the flexibility, the chess position, and the graph formed by the pieces, and etc. As to the Checkers, there are four kinds of pieces numbers, which are, the numbers of the white piece, the black pieces, the white king, the black king. There two kinds of force value, that are of the kings or the common pieces. There two kinds of flexibilities, that are, if can move, if will be eaten after moving. The two kinds of position are that, the number pieces at the bottom line, and that at the lateral line. And at last, there are two kinds of graphs, the number of pieces that form a diamond shape, or a direct line.

In this paper, we select 6 parameters for the evaluation function, which are, the number of the black pieces, of the red pieces, of the black king, of the red king, of the black in danger, of the red in danger. And adopt the genetic algorithm recommended in paper [5] to evaluate the game situation, and besides the genetic algorithm, we also use the J48 decision tree algorithm in Weka’s classifier to analyze the parameters. J48 is implemented based on C4.5, which include a series of classification algorithms that used in machine learning and
For a given dataset, in which each element can be described by a set of fields, and each element belong to one of the mutually exclusive classes, then as a supervised learning algorithm, the goal of C4.5 is that through learning, to find a mapping relationship from the attribute value to the class, and this mapping can be used to classify a new entity whose class is unknown before. The algorithms in C4.5 will form a decision tree through learning, and naturally, each layer of the tree represents one attribute value, and the last leave node give determined class. After the decision tree is generated, survey the tree from the top to the bottom and analyze, we can obtain the rules, and the implicit relationship among the parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Experiment 1: Classify the parameters in the evaluation function

We denote the six parameters which include the numbers of the black, the red, the black king, the red king, and the black and the red in danger, as blackcheckers, redcheckers, blackings, redKings, threatenedblack, threatenedred, respectively. After 100 games, we input the recorded data of the six parameters into the arff file, and load the file into Weka platform to analyze.

Usually the classifiers include decision tree, logistic regression, naive Bayesian, neural network, and etc., in this experiment, we adopt J48 algorithm, which is a decision tree, and for the test mode of J48, we select 10 set cross validation, that is, divide the test data into 10 set, each of the same size, and the test will iterate 10 times. In each iteration, 9 data set in turn will be used for training, and one set left for valid. The average correct rate of the 10 test is used to evaluate the algorithm, and the classified results stored as parameter blackwin( which is the seventh one). The process and results are shown in Figures from 3 to 5.

Just as shown in Figure 6, that after inputting the related six parameters of the chess board situations of the 100 game turns, and learned by the J48 algorithm in Weka platform, the classification correct rate is up to 99%, this can testify the accurate of the algorithm.

In order to clearly explain the results shown in Figure 6, we will display the related decision rules in a tree mode, just as shown in Figure 7.
From Figure 6 and Figure 7, we can clearly see the decision rate of each parameter, and we can obtain the rules as:

1. When the final number of the black on the board is 0, then it is possible to lose;
2. If the final number of the black on the board is not 0, the number of the red is equal or less than 2, and there is no red king, then there is half the possibility to win;
3. On the final board, there is red king, and the number of the black is near 2, then the win possibility for the black is low.

Experiment 2: Select the important parameters in the evaluation function

After adopting the learning algorithm of J48 decision tree, we can well understand the relative relationship among the six parameters, and learn the key conditions which decide the win and defeat, thus help to efficiently make or avoid some special game situations. As to the six parameters, in order to decide if some ones are useless, in this experiment, we delete the related parameters, then perform the learning of J48 again, and compare the new correct rate with that using all the six parameters in the experiment 1. The results are shown in Figure 8.

From Figure 8, we can see that, after removing the two parameters of blackings and redkings, the correct rate reduce to 94%, this is far less than that using all the six parameters as shown in Figure 6, so we can say that, the two parameters of blackings and redkings have large effect on the game, and cannot be removed from the evaluation function.

V. CONCLUSION

Artificial intelligence has become the key techniques of computer game, and as the perfectly complement of it, the techniques of machine learning and data wining can surely be used in computer game. By the machine learning algorithm on the Weka platform, we can more efficiently select out the parameters that can determine the win and lose, and obtain the parameters and their relationships, all these can help to pre-judge the game result, thus by the greatest extent to exert the effect of evaluation function, and to lay a good foundation for the development of computer game programming with higher intelligence.
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